Metallic gold and bioactive quinacrine hybrid nanoparticles inhibit oral cancer stem cell and angiogenesis by deregulating inflammatory cytokines in p53 dependent manner.
Complete eradication of aggressive oral cancer remains a challenge due to the presence of CSCs. They resist conventional chemotherapeutic agents due to their self-renewal, drug efflux, and efficient DNA repair capacity. Here, we formulated a hybrid-nanoparticle (QAuNP) using quinacrine and gold and characterized/investigated its anti-angiogenic and anti-metastatic effect on OSCC-CSCs. QAuNP significantly inhibited cellular proliferation, caused apoptosis in vitro, and disrupted angiogenesis in vivo and tumor regression in xenograft mice model. It not only inhibited crucial angiogenic markers Ang-1, Ang-2 and VEGF but also depleted MMP-2 in H-357-PEMT cells in a p53 and p21-dependent manner. QAuNP also increased the ROS and NO generation in OSCC-CSCs and reduced the mitochondrial membrane potential. It altered the level of inflammatory cytokines IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α and metastasis-associated markers (CD-44, CD-133) in H-357-PEMT and CM-treated endothelial cells (HUVEC) in p53/p21-dependent manner. Therefore, QAuNP will be a useful therapeutic agent against metastatic OSCC.